Chapter 2: 1st Editor Feedback

- Short comments and observations
  - Nice account of the LHC experiments as an example of a Big Science challenges and major undertakings, flows nicely
  - A short intro would help to set the scene (CERN and LHC experiments as an example, also a reference to Chapter 3?; success & failures link also to Chapter )
  - Some overlap with Chapter 3?
  - Some condensing needed (currently 24 pages, including references)
This is an amazing chapter which brings ATLAS and CMS together- editor congratulate the authors for bringing this connection together.

The section that explains challenges and lessons learnt is so beneficial to future investment in collider research.

Human factors sector is so interesting and provide the basis for epistemic culture of HEP community.

It may be useful to draw few lessons to learn from CMS and ATLAS collaboration and how future collider can learn from the experience.

Material is so rich and good luck to editors if they have to condense such rich account to 8000 words.